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This is a revised and extended edition of a book justifiably well received when it was first published in 1977, 
Those readers familiar with the first edition will be interested to know what additions have been made. 
Three new chapters account for 50 of the 100 extra pages. A chapter on stereochemistry introduces some 
of the exciting new chemical approaches to the study of enzyme mechanisms, in particular those connected 
with phosphate transfer reactions. ‘Active site directed and enzyme activated irreversible inhibitors: affinity 
labels and suicide inhibitors’ is another new topic of considerable practical interest. Genetic engineering and 
enzymology: protein engineering is a topical subject of particular concern to the author. Small additions 
have been made in many places to include or extend discussions of flexibility and conformational mobility, 
multienzyme complexes, kinetic analysis and a wider range of cooperative systems. 
The author has also used the opportunity to provide different examples when he considered them more 
suitable to illustrate the use of methods or the interpretation of specific phenomena. This has resulted in 
more of Fersht and his colleagues and less of other people’s work. It is arguable whether students would 
learn something from a greater historical perspective. Alan Ferst’s very personal account and his ‘Whig In- 
terpretation of History’ certainly results in a very readable and attractive book, which should inspire 
students of biochemistry for some years to come. I wrote ‘should’ advisably since sadly not many courses 
cover the whole subject matter of this book. The more physical aspects and basic principles have been 
gradually replaced by more and more ‘information’ in most biochemistry curricula. 
Many of the present reviewer’s interests overlap with those of the author. It is therefore not surprising 
that I would have treated some things differently, though not necessarily better. The kinetic discussion is 
not improved by the introduction of ‘transit times’, a confused mixture of flux and time constant. In my 
view a modern text intending to encourage the use of kinetics to explore mechanisms hould take notice 
of the fact that most kinetic problems are now solved by microcomputers. One would have hoped that 
students and research workers would be encouraged to replace the variety of linearized (reciprocal) plots 
with least-square fits of the raw data to the non-linear equations. The author’s cavalier treatment of steady- 
state kinetics may be an understandable reaction to Cornish-Bowden’s and Cleland’s even worse neglect of 
transient kinetics. The references to additional steady-state kinetic treatment should have highlighted 
Dalziel’s chapter in ‘The Enzymes’. His nomenclature is to be preferred and he is one of the few people 
with a proper appreciation of both approaches. 
In summary I can only say that the book deserves great success and that every biochemist should read 
it from cover to cover. Whether those who have studied the first edition should buy the second one depends 
on their special interest in the new topics. 
H. Gutfreund 
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